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The Mastermind
ReadHowYouWant.com
Six years ago, Jeff Beachum
comforted a frightened teenager
outside an HIV treatment clinic,
and Collin Waters has
remembered his kindness ever
since. Now, after six years of
crushing on the kind, brown-
eyed sweetheart of his dreams,
Collin is feeling adult and
together enough to make his
move. Too bad fate, which has
never been kind to Jeff, has
something else in mind. Jeff's life
had fallen completely apart
before that long-ago day, and it
isn't much better now. Jeff has
toughened up, become self-
reliant, been the funny guy his
friends turn to, the one who
gives advice and comfort when

needed. But every phantom from
Jeff's past is about to come out to
haunt him, and the family Jeff
has staked his future on isn't in
such great shape either. Collin is
more than a starry-eyed kid, and
it's a good thing, because Jeff's
going to need all the help he can
get. No one knows better than
Jeff that life can be too short to
turn your back on honest love,
and that living happily is the best
promise of all.
Anne of Windy Poplars
Macmillan
Like all of Josh Salinger’s
band of thieves, reformed
mercenary Hunter wants
justice badly enough to steal it.
When mobsters blackmail
dancer-thief Grace’s family,
Hunter wants to help him. But
for Grace, Hunter’s help is
dangerous. After all, Hunter
could steal his heart....
Shades of Henry Candy Man
Books for All Kinds of
Readers. ReadHowYouWant
offers the widest selection of
on-demand, accessible format
editions on the market today.

Our 7 different sizes of
EasyRead are optimized by
increasing the font size and
spacing between the words and
the letters. We partner with
leading publishers around the
globe. Our goal is to have
accessible editions
simultaneously released with
publishers' new books so that
all readers can have access to
the books they want to read.
The Glass Castle
Winter Ball
Learn all about
implementing a good
gamification design
into your products,
workplace, and
lifestyle Key
Features Explore
what makes a game
fun and engaging
Gain insight into
the Octalysis
Framework and its
applications
Discover the
potential of the
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Core Drives of
gamification
through real-world
scenarios Book
Description
Effective
gamification is a
combination of game
design, game
dynamics, user
experience, and ROI-
driving business
implementations.
This book explores
the interplay
between these
disciplines and
captures the core
principles that
contribute to a
good gamification
design. The book
starts with an
overview of the
Octalysis Framework
and the 8 Core
Drives that can be
used to build
strategies around
the various systems
that make games
engaging. As the
book progresses,
each chapter delves
deep into a Core
Drive, explaining
its design and how
it should be used.
Finally, to apply
all the concepts
and techniques that
you learn

throughout, the book
contains a brief
showcase of using
the Octalysis
Framework to design
a project
experience from
scratch. After
reading this book,
you'll have the
knowledge and
skills to enable
the widespread
adoption of good
gamification and
human-focused
design in all types
of industries. What
you will learn
Discover ways to
use gamification
techniques in real-
world situations
Design fun,
engaging, and
rewarding
experiences with
Octalysis
Understand what
gamification means
and how to
categorize it
Leverage the power
of different Core
Drives in your
applications
Explore how Left
Brain and Right
Brain Core Drives
differ in
motivation and
design

methodologies
Examine the
fascinating
intricacies of
White Hat and Black
Hat Core Drives Who
this book is for
Anyone who wants to
implement
gamification
principles and
techniques into
their products,
workplace, and
lifestyle will find
this book useful.
Creativity, Inc. Dreamspinner
Press
My Antonia is a novel by an
American writer Willa Cather.
It is the final book of the
"prairie trilogy" of novels,
preceded by O Pioneers! and
The Song of the Lark. The
novel tells the stories of an
orphaned boy from Virginia,
Jim Burden, and Antonia
Shimerda, the daughter of
Bohemian immigrants. They
are both became pioneers and
settled in Nebraska in the end
of the 19th century. The first
year in the very new place
leaves strong impressions in
both children, affecting them
lifelong. The narrator and the
main character of the novel
My Antonia, Jim grows up in
Black Hawk, Nebraska from
age 10 Eventually, he becomes
a successful lawyer and moves
to New York City.
The Man from Primrose
Lane Strelbytskyy
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Multimedia Publishing
Search-and-rescue worker
Spencer Helmsley has
everything he needs: a job he
loves, a flight partner he'd
die for, and an amazing dog.
Then he flings himself out of
a helicopter to rescue Theo
Wainscott. Stuck on a raft in
the middle of a flood with
the most stubborn,
argumentative man in the
world, Spencer soon finds
himself asking not how
they'll survive but what'll kill
them first--the water, each
other... or the sexual tension.
While Theo and Spencer are
trying to beat the odds, Theo
is also trying to beat some
sense into his rescuer.
Spencer seems to have no
regard for his own safety,
and that's a problem for
Theo. Maybe he's never
seen another gay man in the
wild, but it doesn't take him
long to recognize that he'd
like to get to know this one
better. If they make it out
alive, Theo will have his
work cut out for him
convincing Spencer to risk
his heart instead of his life....
Inn Between Worlds Garden
City, N. Y. ; Toronto :
Doubleday, Page
J. J. Salem's Tan Lines – a
Valley of the Dolls for the 21st
century – portrays three
ambitious heroines' passions,
triumphs and heartbreaks with a
sly intelligence and a wickedly

sharp prose that will be loved by
fans of Jackie Collins, Jacqueline
Susann and a whole new
generation of readers. Liza,
Kellyanne and Billie are chasing
their dreams in the demimondes
of media politics, reality television
and rock music. Their journey
unfolds thrill by thrill, shock by
shock in an unputdownable story
about the illusions of glamour, the
dark side of success, the
elusiveness of love and the fragility
of relationships. Three incidents
will change their lives forever: a
career free fall, a surprise
pregnancy and a brutal murder.
And it all happens during one
unforgettable season at a summer
share in the Hamptons . . .
Dreamspinner Press
Can Rico and Derek find a
compromise between instant
attraction and long-lasting love
before Derek’s patience runs
out?
Talker CreateSpace
In I Didn’t Come Here to Make
Friends former Bachelor
“villain” and season 16 winner
Courtney Robertson shares her
story of love and heartbreak, and
the reality of appearing on reality
TV. For the first time ever, a
former Bachelor contestant takes
us along on her journey to find
love and reveals that “happily
ever after” isn't always what it
seems.
My Antonia Dreamspinner Press
When Miguel notices that Ezra is
amazingly sweet and achingly
beautiful, will he help Ezra get
over his broken heart?
Candy Man Dreamspinner
Press
All Shane Perkins ever wanted
to be was a hero. But after a

career-shattering decision to go
down fighting, Shane comes
home from the hospital to four
empty walls, a pile of money,
and a burning desire for
someone to miss him the next
time he gets hurt in the line of
duty. He ends up an officer in
the small town of Levee Oaks,
and, addicted to the promise of
family, he makes an effort to
reconcile with his flighty,
troubled sister. Kimmy makes
her living as a dancer, and her
partner steals Shane's breath at
first sight. Mikhail Vasilyovitch
Bayul dances like an angel, but
his past is less than heavenly.
Since he left Russia, he's made
only two promises: to stay off
the streets and stay clean, and
to take his mother someplace
beautiful before she dies.
Making promises to anybody
else is completely out of the
question—but then, Mikhail
has never met anybody like
Shane. Earnest, brave, and self-
deprecating, Shane seems to
speak Mikhail's language, and
no one is more surprised than
Mikhail to find that keeping
promises is Shane's best talent
of all.
Bitter Taffy Harper Collins
One of Vogue's Best Books of
2022 So Far, Buzzfeed's Summer
Books You Won’t Be Able To
Put Down, Book Riot's Best
Summer Reads for 2022, and
Dazed's Queer Books to Read in
2022 "[Nevada] is defiant, terse,
not quite cynical, sometimes flip,
addressed to people who think
they know. It is, if you like, punk
rock." —The New Yorker
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"Nevada is a book that changed
my life: it shaped both my
worldview and personhood,
making me the writer I am. And it
did so by the oldest of methods, by
telling a wise, hilarious, and
gripping story." —Torrey Peters,
author of Detransition, Baby A
beloved and blistering cult classic
and finalist for the Lambda
Literary Award for Transgender
Fiction finally back in print,
Nevada follows a disaffected trans
woman as she embarks on a cross-
country road trip. Maria Griffiths
is almost thirty and works at a
used bookstore in New York City
while trying to stay true to her
punk values. She’s in love with
her bike but not with her
girlfriend, Steph. She takes
random pills and drinks more than
is good for her, but doesn’t inject
anything except, when she
remembers, estrogen, because
she’s trans. Everything is mostly
fine until Maria and Steph break
up, sending Maria into a tailspin,
and then onto a cross-country trek
in the car she steals from Steph.
She ends up in the backwater
town of Star City, Nevada, where
she meets James, who is probably
but not certainly trans, and who
reminds Maria of her younger self.
As Maria finds herself in the
awkward position of trans role
model, she realizes that she could
become James’s savior—or his
downfall. One of the most beloved
cult novels of our time and a
landmark of trans literature,
Imogen Binnie’s Nevada is a
blistering, heartfelt, and evergreen
coming-of-age story, and a punk-
smeared excavation of
marginalized life under capitalism.
Guided by an instantly
memorable, terminally self-aware

protagonist—and back in print
featuring a new afterword by the
author—Nevada is the great
American road novel flipped on its
head for a new generation.
Nevada Dreamspun Desires
From a co-founder of Pixar
Animation Studios—the
Academy Award–winning studio
behind Coco, Inside Out, and
Toy Story—comes an incisive
book about creativity in business
and leadership for readers of
Daniel Pink, Tom Peters, and
Chip and Dan Heath. NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER |
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
The Huffington Post ‧ Financial
Times ‧ Success ‧ Inc. ‧
Library Journal Creativity, Inc. is
a manual for anyone who strives
for originality and the first-ever,
all-access trip into the nerve
center of Pixar Animation—into
the meetings, postmortems, and
“Braintrust” sessions where
some of the most successful films
in history are made. It is, at heart,
a book about creativity—but it is
also, as Pixar co-founder and
president Ed Catmull writes,
“an expression of the ideas that I
believe make the best in us
possible.” For nearly twenty
years, Pixar has dominated the
world of animation, producing
such beloved films as the Toy
Story trilogy, Monsters, Inc.,
Finding Nemo, The Incredibles,
Up, WALL-E, and Inside Out,
which have gone on to set box-
office records and garner thirty
Academy Awards. The joyousness
of the storytelling, the inventive
plots, the emotional authenticity:
In some ways, Pixar movies are
an object lesson in what creativity
really is. Here, in this book,

Catmull reveals the ideals and
techniques that have made Pixar
so widely admired—and so
profitable. As a young man, Ed
Catmull had a dream: to make the
first computer-animated movie.
He nurtured that dream as a
Ph.D. student at the University of
Utah, where many computer
science pioneers got their start,
and then forged a partnership
with George Lucas that led,
indirectly, to his co-founding Pixar
in 1986. Nine years later, Toy
Story was released, changing
animation forever. The essential
ingredient in that movie’s
success—and in the thirteen
movies that followed—was the
unique environment that Catmull
and his colleagues built at Pixar,
based on leadership and
management philosophies that
protect the creative process and
defy convention, such as: ‧ Give
a good idea to a mediocre team,
and they will screw it up. But give
a mediocre idea to a great team,
and they will either fix it or come
up with something better. ‧ If
you don’t strive to uncover what
is unseen and understand its
nature, you will be ill prepared to
lead. ‧ It’s not the manager’s
job to prevent risks. It’s the
manager’s job to make it safe for
others to take them. ‧ The cost
of preventing errors is often far
greater than the cost of fixing
them. ‧ A company’s
communication structure should
not mirror its organizational
structure. Everybody should be
able to talk to anybody.
I Didn't Come Here to
Make Friends Dreamspinner
Press
A mind-bending, genre-
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twisting debut novel In West
Akron, Ohio, there lived a
reclusive elderly man who
always wore mittens, even in
July. He had no friends and
no family; all over town, he
was known as the Man from
Primrose Lane. And on a
summer day, someone
murdered him. Fast-forward
four years. David Neff, the
bestselling author of a true-
crime book about an Ohio
serial killer, is a broken man
after his wife's inexplicable
suicide. When an unexpected
visit from an old friend
introduces him to the strange
mystery of "the man with a
thousand mittens," David
decides to investigate. What
he finds draws him back into
a world he thought he had
left behind forever. And the
closer David gets to
uncovering the true identity
of the Man from Primrose
Lane, the more he begins to
understand the dangerous
power of his own obsessions
and how they may be
connected to the deaths of
both the old hermit and his
beloved wife. Deviously
plotted and full of dark wit,
James Renner's The Man
from Primrose Lane is an
audacious debut that boasts
as many twists as a roller
coaster. But beneath its turns,
it's a spellbinding story about
our obsessions: the dangerous

sway they have over us and
the fates of those we love.
Christmas Kitsch Read Books
Ltd
A monumentally devastating
plague leaves only a few
survivors who, while
experiencing dreams of a battle
between good and evil, move
toward an actual confrontation
as they migrate to Boulder,
Colorado.
A Long Shot to Glory
Harper Collins
A memoir in bite-size chunks
from the author of the viral
Modern Love column
“You May Want to Marry
My Husband.”
“[Rosenthal] shines her
generous light of humanity
on the seemingly humdrum
moments of life and shows
how delightfully precious
they actually are.” —The
Chicago Sun-Times How do
you conjure a life? Give the
truest account of what you
saw, felt, learned, loved,
strived for? For Amy Krouse
Rosenthal, the surprising
answer came in the form of
an encyclopedia. In
Encyclopedia of an Ordinary
Life she has ingeniously
adapted this centuries-old
format for conveying
knowledge into a poignant,
wise, often funny, fully
realized memoir. Using
mostly short entries
organized from A to Z,
many of which are cross-

referenced, Rosenthal
captures in wonderful and
episodic detail the moments,
observations, and emotions
that comprise a
contemporary life. Start
anywhere—preferably at the
beginning—and see how one
young woman’s
alphabetized existence can
open up and define the world
in new and unexpected ways.
An ordinary life, perhaps, but
an extraordinary book.
Beneath the Stain
Dreamspinner Press
Three sisters love jelly beans
and discover a fun surprise in
this cute children's book from
Nancy Streza.
Lollipop Crooked Lane
Books
Candy ManDreamspinner
Press
Living Promises John Wiley
& Sons
A triumphant tale of a young
woman and her difficult
childhood, The Glass Castle
is a remarkable memoir of
resilience, redemption, and a
revelatory look into a family
at once deeply dysfunctional
and wonderfully vibrant.
Jeannette Walls was the
second of four children
raised by anti-institutional
parents in a household of
extremes.
Un manny si innocent Packt
Publishing Ltd
In USA Today bestselling
author Callie Hutton's third
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Victorian Book Club mystery,
will wedding bells or death
knells ring for Lady Amy and
Lord William? Bath, England,
1892. Celebrated mystery
author Lady Amy Lovell is set
to tie the knot with Lord
William Wethington, a fellow
member of the Mystery Book
Club of Bath. Amy's great-aunt,
Lady Priscilla Granville, has
offered to host their wedding at
her stately Derby Manor
House. But on the eve of the
ceremony, the festive air in the
drawing room is marred by
Mrs. Alice Finch's argument
with her husband, Albert, in
another room. The next
morning at the wedding
breakfast, Alice falls face-first
into her breakfast—dead.
When Amy and William's
favorite detectives are
summoned to the house, they
see two champagne glasses in
front of Mrs. Finch and none in
front of her husband. Did
Albert give his wife a poisoned
drink? Always looking for the
easiest solution, the detectives
charge Albert with the murder.
But Lady Amy is not convinced
that Albert is guilty. There are
too many things that don't add
up. In the hopes of being able
to leave Bath and begin their
honeymoon, Amy and William
once again take things into their
own hands. Suspects begin to
pop up, but nothing takes them
more by surprise than the
discovery of a second body.
Stuck in Bath until the whole
poisonous predicament is

solved, Amy and William are
anxious to collar the perfidious
poisoner and be on their way to
their honeymoon. If they can't
catch the killer, not only is their
newlywed bliss under threat,
but they may not live to see
happily-ever-after at all.
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